Tim Scholten is a veteran banking
executive, success coach and
author of The Focus5 Advantage
book and productivity app. He
helps people uncover hidden
barriers
and
apply
success
strategies
which
generate
extraordinary results. For over 30
years, he has used his proven
Focus 5 process to help individuals
and business owners find their
focus, reach their real potential and
exceed their goals.
“My proven methods have
helped coaching clients achieve
3 to 10 times more with the
same or less effort. What you do
FIRST every week will make the
difference between average and
extraordinary success.”

STORY IDEAS
1. Is social media robbing you of career opportunities?
2. How to go from getting the axe to winning an award — Top 5
employee achievement strategies.
3. 4 myths about millennials in the workforce - How millennials can
overcome them and get promoted.
4. 6 common career killers for women - How to recognize them and
use them as a springboard for success.
5. 10 Traits of wildly successful entrepreneurs: what’s your score?
Are you headed for success or failure?
6. For most people, working harder doesn't equal more success. I'll
share how my clients have consistently achieved up to 10 times
more with 3 simple, repeatable strategies.
7. Has Facebook hijacked your personal satisfaction and success?
8. The Remote Employees Survival Guide. How to become
indispensable to your organization.
9. Can you pass this expert’s quiz on what millennials want? Learn
4 ways you can connect better with millennials at work.
10. Why so many women are addicted to social media.

“Help your audience discover their hidden potential and path
to an extraordinary life.”
TV & Radio Experience, frequent contributor to SNL Financial
and The American Banker
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